Take Five Conversation Cards

Study the word “integrity”

D&C 124:15

Discussion?
What do you think integrity of heart means?

The Challenge
Study the word “integrity”

D&C 124:23

Discussion?
What do you think a good house looks like?

The Challenge
Create a refuge

D&C 124:44

Discussion?
Why would laboring with all your might make a place feel holy?

The Challenge
Do something with all your might

D&C 124:90

Discussion?
What do you think a multiplicity of blessings would look like?

The Challenge
Count your blessings

D&C 124:99-100

Discussion?
What are the imaginations of your thoughts?

The Challenge
Consider God’s “what if” for you

If you want to add more to your discussions, there are devotionals for each of these cards found in the book: DON’T MISS THIS in the Doctrine and Covenants – Exploring One Verse from Every Chapter. At Deseret Book.